
Couchdrop

The Cloud SFTP and file transfer platform

Couchdrop is the leading cloud SFTP server 
and managed file transfer platform. Through its  
support for multiple access methods, a wide range 
of compatible providers for backend storage and  
its web user interface, Couchdrop simplifies your file 
transfer processes while not scarificing security. 

Your data where you need it, Couchdrop acts as a 
front-end to interact directly with your files that sit 
natively in your cloud storage.

Bring your own cloud storage

For more information visit couchdrop.io or email sales@couchdrop.io

About Couchdrop 
Couchdrop has provided a cloud SFTP and managed file transfer platform, since 2017, to organisations who need to transfer and 
collect files with third parties. Couchdrop specialises in health, life science, finance, government and logistic industries. Its modern 
architecture ensures security, simplicity, scalability and compatibility no matter your challenge. 

Key FeaturesKey Features

• File protocol support; SFTP, FTP/S, SCP, Rsync, S3, HTTPS
• Bring your own cloud for data at rest
• Simple web user interface for user and platform management 
• Secure web upload portal to collect data from external parties
• File automation and workflows
• Comprehensive logging and auditing on all events

Couchdrop is a cloud-native and managed platform which ensures the 
platform is secure, scalable and meets your demands, regardless of where 
you are in the world.

|  Secure. Simple. Compatible.

Couchdrop Advantages

Enterprise grade security

Custom and professional branding

Reduce complexity and costs

Simple to configure and manage

Simplify your file transfer and collectionSimplify your file transfer and collection

Whether you need a cloud SFTP server, managed file transfer platform or a 
solution that sits on top of your cloud storage to collect files from customers, 
Couchdrop has all bases covered. Natively secure and kept simple through its 
web interface, sending and receiving files couldn’t be easier. 


